
will determine how your assets are distributed. 

Keep in mind that the beneficiaries you name 

for certain accounts, such as your retirement 

accounts and insurance policies, override your 

Will. So it is important to keep your beneficiary 

designations updated and ensure they are       

coordinated with your Estate Plan.  
 

. There are many types of Trusts tailored 

to different Estate Planning needs. Some can        

minimize estate taxes, while others can help 

achieve some specific goals, such as financially 

supporting a disabled child or children from a 

first marriage. You can put all of your assets 

into a Trust (including your home, investments 

and bank accounts) and it provides greater con-

tinuity over the disbursement of your assets. 

Property that is in your Trust’s name during 

your life will avoid probate. Many Trusts name 

a corporate Trustee, a financial institution, to 

ensure the assets are professionally and expertly 

managed. 
 

. This is a private letter 

(not a legally binding document) that explains 

your thoughts behind your Will and Trust. It can 

reduce misunderstandings among heirs by artic-

ulating your final decisions and directions. For 

example, the letter might explain why you left a 

generous sum to charity or why certain assets 

were put in a Trust rather than given outright. 
 

Store these five key documents in a safe place, 

and review and update them regularly. It is also        

important to compile a full list of the documents 

and where  they can be found. These documents 

are often needed at a time of grief. You want to 

ensure that your heirs can easily find them when 

they need them most. 

We recommend consulting an Estate Planning 

Attorney or Tax Advisor to assist you in    

planning for your estate. Having certain legal    

documents and arrangements in place will help  

ensure that your property is distributed         

according to your wishes and prevent family 

members from   having to make tough,       

emotionally distressing decisions on your     

behalf. 

. Naming a 

trusted  person as your Power of Attorney 

(whether it be a close family member, friend 

or dependable professional) helps ensure that 

your finances will be managed if you are    

unable to manage them yourself. That could 

include paying your expenses, overseeing your 

investments, funding your trust or filing your 

taxes. It is important that the Power of        

Attorney be “Durable”, meaning the designat-

ed person can continue to make decisions on 

your behalf if you become physically unable 

or mentally incompetent to handle matters. 
 

This          

document outlines which medical or life-

extending procedures you want, or do not, in 

case you are unable to make such decisions for 

yourself in the future. It also allows you to 

identify someone to provide informed consent, 

if you are unable. It can reduce uncertainty 

and stress for your loved ones, who may feel 

uncomfortable making such decisions for you. 
 

. Your Will      

provides a clear legal guide of how your assets 

(such as real estate, investments or personal 

belongings) will be distributed upon your 

death. If you do not leave a Will, state law 

Investment Advisory Services offered through Pinnacle Wealth Management, a Registered Investment Advisor. 


